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Figure 1: Result of two different nonuniform time slicing of Rugby dataset: (a) Jaccard similarity-based slicing (JS), and (B) Visual
complexity-based slicing (VS). A dynamic network is divided into 17 snapshots with their index and number of included events
marked at the top of each snapshot. JS aggregates similar adjacent temporal segments into a single snapshot, resulting in a dense
snapshot while VS splits it into six snapshots (red boxes). JS also creates twelve sparse and noisy snapshots when the network
changes abruptly, while VS merges them into two stable snapshots (green boxes).

ABSTRACT

Dynamic networks represent the complex and evolving interrelation-
ships between real-world entities. Given the scale and variability of
these networks, finding an optimal slicing interval is essential for
meaningful analysis. Nonuniform timeslicing, which adapts to den-
sity changes within the network, is drawing attention as a solution
to this problem. In this research, we categorized existing algorithms
into two domains—data mining and visualization—according to
their approach to the problem. Data mining approach focuses on
capturing temporal patterns of dynamic networks, while visualiza-
tion approach emphasizes lessening the burden of analysis. We then
introduce a novel nonuniform timeslicing method that synthesizes
the strengths of both approaches, demonstrating its efficacy with
a real-world data. The findings suggest that combining the two
approaches offers the potential for more effective network analysis.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—
Visualization techniques—Graph drawings;

1 INTRODUCTION

The various entities existing in real life and the relationships be-
tween them can be represented in the form of a dynamic network
that changes over time. Because these dynamic networks contain var-
ious information, such as relationships and communities within the
network, many companies or academia are analyzing them for vari-
ous purposes. Because of the large scale and complexity of dynamic
networks, it has been a primary goal to find out the optimal slicing
interval for effective analysis of dynamic networks. However, the
uniform interval falls short of accommodating the variable density
and other real-world dynamics intrinsic to these networks [6]. This
discrepancy has led to the proposition of nonuniform slicing—an
adaptive approach that modifies slice intervals in response to network
changes. Summarizing existing literature, research on nonuniform
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dynamic network slicing bifurcates into two main branches: data
mining-based and visualization-based.

Data mining approach first divides a dynamic network into min-
imal segments whose interval is ∆t. Then, with various network
analysis measures such as Jaccard similarity [2, 6], edge probabil-
ity [10], and community structure [5], aggregates adjacent segments
whose similarities are above the threshold. It is akin to change point
detection, particularly because it segments snapshots at points where
similarity decreases. This approach carries the advantage that each
snapshot inherently consists of segments with high internal similar-
ity, thereby clearly describing common patterns (Fig. 1(a), red box).
Consequently, it also allows for a distinct visualization of network
changes, providing a clear comparison between before-and-after of
transition. However, when a dynamic network changes abruptly, the
slicing result can be noisy and unstable, including only a few edges
per snapshot (Fig. 1(a), green box).

Visualization approach emphasizes reducing cognitive load dur-
ing visual analysis. There exist various visualization methods, such
as space-time mapping [7], animation [3], multivariate network vi-
sualization [1], and corresponding nonuniform slicing algorithms to
present temporal changes of dynamic networks. Small multiples is
one of the widely accepted visualization methods. Researchers tried
to minimize the visual complexity among multiple timeslicies, which
causes the cognitive load, to achieve the goal. For instance, Wang et
al. [9] brought the notion of histogram equalization to prevent too
sparse or dense snapshots (Fig. 1(b))

Despite the advancements in both domains, a gap persists between
the data mining focus on helping effective pattern detection through
slicing and the visualization emphasis on lessening the burden of
analysis. As there exists a need to fulfill both goals, both must be
treated with importance [4].

In this paper, we present a novel nonuniform timeslicing method
of dynamic networks that integrates the strengths of two distinct
methodologies, thereby mitigating their respective weaknesses.
Based on our analysis and observations about existing algorithms,
we propose a simple and effective method of combining algorithms
from each domain. With a real data, we present that the suggested
algorithm can provide a better network analysis experience.

2 COMBINATIONAL NONUNIFORM TIMESLICING

We propose a nonuniform timeslicing algorithm combining data
mining-based and visualization-based approaches. The inspiration
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Figure 2: Result of the combinational nonuniform timeslicing utilizing
both Jaccard similarity-based and visual complexity-based slicing
method. The noise at the beginning reduced as the number of events
in each snapshot increased while showing significant changes over
time (green box). Snapshots at the end now clearly visualize the final
evolution of the network, revealing a hidden pattern (red box).

came from the observed characteristics of each approach. Firstly, the
data mining practice of segmenting and then aggregating neighbor-
ing segments based on similarity [2,5,6]. Secondly, the phenomenon
that visualization approaches tend to yield a sequence of similar
types. For instance, snapshots in the red dotted box of Fig. 1(b)
share a similar network structure. Our approach involves:

• Step 1: Using a visual complexity method to create fine-
grained temporal segments from a dynamic network.

• Step 2: Employing a data mining method to aggregate these
segments into nonuniform snapshots.

We implemented our algorithm with the nonuniform time slicing
methods suggested by Çolak et al. [2], and Wang et al. [9]. Wang’s
method defines visual complexity as the number of edges present in
a snapshot and uses histogram equalization to distribute these across
snapshots evenly. Çolak’s method performs aggregation between
adjacent segments to form snapshots based on the Jaccard similarity
of link sets. We will refer to the former as Visual complexity-based
slicing (VS) and the latter as Jaccard similarity-based slicing (JS).

3 EVALUATION

We used the Rugby Dataset [8] to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our technique. The dataset contains over 3,000 tweets between the
12 Rugby teams in the Guinness Pro12 competition. Each tweet
consists of involved teams and a timestamp. As VS requires the
number of snapshots as a direct input, we first performed JS and
then adjusted VS to match the resulting number of snapshots. JS
takes the size of the temporal segment, ∆t, as a parameter. After
testing various ∆t, we determined that a week is the proper ∆t,
producing 17 snapshots that allow for discernible patterns over time.
Consequently, VS was calibrated to generate an equivalent set of 17
snapshots. Each snapshot is numbered from 0 to 16.

Consistent with their respective designs, JS highlighted snap-
shots with dense, specific patterns where tweets were concen-
trated (Fig. 1(a), red box), while in contrast, it revealed noisy patterns
in sparser regions (Fig. 1(a), green box). On the other hand, VS
demonstrated a more even distribution of tweets across all snap-
shots (Fig. 1(b)).

Then, we implemented a combinational nonuniform timeslicing
with JS and VS. We first generated 118 preliminary snapshots using
VS, then aggregated them using JS to produce 17 final snapshots.
The generated snapshots are shown in Fig. 2. Upon comparison
with the baseline methods, we observed that the area marked with a
green box was sparser than what VS produced yet denser than JS,
allowing for the observation of changing patterns. In the area marked
with a red box, our approach shows a temporal change network
structure across five snapshots, while all details were abstracted
into a single snapshot with JS, making it difficult to discern specific

patterns. Although fewer in number compared to VS, six to five, this
combined method has the advantage of displaying more distinct and
detailed patterns.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have explored two distinct approaches to addressing
the issue of nonuniform time slicing in dynamic networks. We clas-
sified algorithms into two classes and implemented one method from
each approach for a comparative analysis with a real data to under-
stand their advantages and disadvantages during the visual analysis
process. Our findings reveal that the benefits of each methodology
depend significantly on the level of detail researchers wish to observe
within the network. Additionally, we discovered that by combining
the opposing approaches, it is possible to mitigate some of the issues
inherent to each individual method.

We further aim to develop an advanced nonuniform timeslicing
technique based on our findings. This includes applying various
nonuniform timeslicing methods from the data mining and visualiza-
tion field. Since the values that each method values are different, the
results can be significantly different. Furthermore, we plan to expand
our research interest to not only how to slice the dynamic network
but also how to evaluate the result. The absence of a concrete evalu-
ation metric of ”good snapshot” creates a gap in the evaluation of
slicing results. The establishment of concrete evaluation metrics will
extend our understanding of how to best represent dynamic networks
in a way that facilitates deeper insights and understanding.
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